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NEW DELHI: India’s only dedicated “cow minister” has
been dumped in state elections, ending a controversial
tenure that saw hundreds of the sacred animals starve
to death and poisoned on his watch. Otaram Dewasi,
the first head of Rajasthan’s cow ministry, was turfed
out Tuesday when the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) was thumped in the western desert
state and two other key regional polls.

He was not the only noteworthy casualty from India’s
ruling party, with the country’s only “happiness minis-
ter” - who stands accused of murder - also tossed
aside by voters in central Madhya Pradesh state.
Dewasi, the cow minister who in office wore the red
turban and white sarong of a desert herdsman, lost by
10,000 votes to an independent candidate.

Hindus consider cows sacred and the BJP, led by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, has campaigned for

their protection at state and national levels, and intro-
duced harsh penalties for mistreating them. But the
cause has spawned cow vigilantism in parts of India,
with people accused of carrying beef or slaughtering
the animals - especially Muslims and low-caste Hindus,
who consume beef - murdered by mobs.

Rajasthan, bordering Pakistan, has witnessed some
of the most high-profile cow lynchings in recent times,
including the brazen beating to death of a Muslim dairy
farmer on a busy highway last year. The state created
India’s first ministry exclusively for cow protection in
2015 when the BJP won elections and appointed
Dewasi, a policeman turned politician, to be in charge.

He imposed a 20 percent surcharge on new property
purchases - dubbed a “cow tax” - to generate cash to
run the 2,300 shelters in his state for abandoned cows.
He also branded hundreds of thousands of cows under

his care to stop them being smuggled. But his reputa-
tion was marred in 2016 when 500 cows starved to
death at a state-run shelter when the facility was flood-
ed during heavy rains.

In August, 28 more died from poisoning, further
denting his image as a sacred custodian in a state
where cow slaughter comes with 10 years jail. The BJP
campaigned for the Rajasthan elections on tougher
laws for cow slaughter and more money for shelters -
but was defeated by the Congress Party in results
announced Tuesday.

Not so happy 
The Congress party led by Rahul Gandhi also beat

the BJP in two other key states in India’s Hindi-speak-
ing heartland known as the “cow belt” - Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh. Voters in Madhya Pradesh

booted out Lalsingh Arya, the state minister in charge
of India’s only “happiness ministry”, after a scandal-rid-
den term. The ministry he helped set up in 2017 was
modelled on the “gross national happiness” index used
in Bhutan, a tiny Himalayan country, to measure the
wellbeing of its citizens.

But weeks after it was inaugurated, Arya was on the
run, accused of murdering a political rival in 2009. He
was eventually arrested, and his trial is ongoing. He lost
by 25,000 votes to a rival from Congress, which seized
Madhya Pradesh after 15 years of BJP rule. The elec-
toral defeats are seen as a major blow to Modi’s image
of invincibility. The BJP had won more than a dozen
state elections since Modi soared to power with a
thumping majority in 2014. He is seeking a second term
as prime minister when the country goes to polls by
May 2019. — AFP 

Indian voters boot out cow, 
happiness ministers in polls
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HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar
cables. 

Police identified the suspect as Strasbourg-born
Cherif Chekatt, 29, who is on an intelligence services
watch list as a potential security risk. An investigation
had been opened into alleged murder with terrorist
intent and suspected ties to terrorist networks with
intent to commit crimes, Heitz said. Two people were
killed and a third person was brain-dead and being
kept alive on life support, he said. Six other victims
were fighting for their lives.

France raised its security threat to the highest alert
level, strengthening controls on its border with
Germany as elite commandos backed by helicopters
hunted for the suspect. French and German agents
checked vehicles and public transport crossing the
Rhine river, along which the Franco-German frontier
runs, backing up traffic in both directions. Hundreds of
French troops and police were taking part in the man-
hunt. Deputy Interior Minister Laurent Nunez said he
could not rule out that the fugitive had already crossed
the border.

Sylvaine Jardin, director of the Porcus charcuterie,
just meters from where the shooting took place strug-
gled to hold back tears saying she needed to work to
not think about what had happened. “We can’t let our-
selves be submerged by fear, but we’ll feel better when
he is caught,” she said, adding that traders had last
year been given training and advice in preparation for
a possible attack.

The gunman struck at about 1900 GMT on Tuesday,
just as the picturesque Christmas market in the historic
city was shutting down. He engaged in two gunfights
with security forces as he evaded a police dragnet and
bragged about his acts to the driver of a taxi that he
commandeered, prosecutor Heitz said. No one has yet
claimed responsibility, but the US-based Site intelli-
gence group, which monitors jihadist websites, said
Islamic State supporters were celebrating.

French and German security officials painted a por-
trait of Chekatt as a serial law-breaker who had racked
up more than two dozen convictions in France,
Germany and Switzerland, and served time in prison.
“It was during these spells in jail that we detected a
radicalization in his religious practices. But we there
were never signs he was preparing an attack,” Minister
Nunez said.

One German security source said the suspect was
jailed in southern Germany from Aug 2016 to Feb 2017
for aggravated theft but was released before the end of
his 27-month sentence so that he could be deported to
France. “He was banned from re-entering Germany at
the same time”, the security source in the state of
Baden-Wuerttemberg said. “We don’t have any knowl-
edge of any kind of radicalization.”— Reuters
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Signs of an “economic war” between the United
States and China, the world’s largest economies, and an
expected global economic slowdown starting next year
will dampen demand for oil, the experts told a confer-
ence in Dubai.

“Oil prices will remain low for a long period,” former
Lebanese minister of economy and trade Nasser Saidi
told the one-day Arab Strategy Forum. A cooling of the
global economy will reduce demand for oil, which cou-
pled with rising competition from renewable energy
sources and shale crude will lead to low oil prices, said
Saidi, who is now a consultant. “This will negatively
impact growth in the whole (Arab) region ... The whole
area will face a financial and economic crisis,” he said.

The six member nations of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) earn more than 80 percent of their rev-
enues from energy. The GCC states - Bahrain, Kuwait,
Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates - have lost hundreds of billions of dollars in oil

revenues since crude prices crashed in mid-2014. Oil
prices later rebounded after OPEC and non-OPEC
producers reduced their production. But they slid again
when producers boosted output earlier this year to
compensate for expected losses from Iran because of
the re-imposition of US sanctions.

Oil prices have lost more than a quarter of their val-
ue compared with a four-year peak over $85 a barrel
seen in October, with benchmark Brent crude trading at
around $61 a barrel in London yesterday. World Bank
senior vice president Mahmoud Mohieldin warned that
economic growth in the GCC region was still depend-
ent on oil price movements. “Now, we are at a time of
uncertainty ... Growth in Gulf states is forecast at three
percent next year ... but this could be revised,” follow-
ing the drop in oil prices, Mohieldin said. He said that
the unemployment rate among Arab youths is 30 per-
cent and higher among females, adding that growth is
not producing enough jobs.

OPEC and non-OPEC producers decided last week
to cut production by 1.2 million barrels a day from
January to shore up prices, which some analysts
warned would hit economic growth. “We think that the
OPEC deal will have an overall negative impact on GDP
(gross domestic product) growth in the Gulf over the
coming quarters,” London-based consultancy firm
Capital Economics said last week.
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The sources underscored that during a meeting with
CSC, education ministry officials had warned that the
decisions would be a golden opportunity for visa traf-
fickers at private schools and institutes, as well as affect
local recruitment. “The education ministry also warned
that many expats with accredited educational degrees
and enough experience arrive in Kuwait using other
types of visas, but the CSC did not pay heed”, the
sources added. 

The sources expressed displeasure with the recent

CSC decisions, noting that they will have a short-term
negative impact on the educational process, adding that
CSC had, over the past few days, rejected the recruit-
ment of scores of teachers who had met all recruitment
conditions and passed the necessary job interviews,
passed all medical tests, completed all formal procedures
such as fingerprint tests and resigned from their earlier
jobs, only because they have other job titles in their work
permits.  “Other teachers’ contracts have been terminated
after they were actually assigned to designated schools
and officially started work. Who will make it up for the
injustice of getting terminated only a few days after
recruitment and resigning from previous jobs?” the
sources demanded, warning that the education ministry
will face a critical shortage of teachers next year, namely
in subjects where Kuwaiti teachers are few, taking into
consideration it costs the ministry considerable amounts
of money to recruit teachers in these subjects from
abroad. — Al-Qabas

Assembly orders
probe into ...
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Ambani, 27 and Piramal, 33 got engaged at Lake
Como in Italy in September and the high-profile wed-
ding brings together two of India’s biggest industrialist
families. Mukesh Ambani is the chairman of oil-to-tele-
coms conglomerate Reliance Industries. He is worth
more than $47 billion and recently overtook China’s

Jack Ma as Asia’s wealthiest man. The respective fami-
lies will hold several other receptions across India’s
financial capital in the coming days.

The wedding caps a big month for what social media
users have been calling “big fat Indian weddings”. The
Chopra-Jonas nuptials came shortly after Bollywood
stars Deepika Padukone and Ranveer Singh wed. Not
everyone is happy though. “Isha Ambani’s wedding is a
perfect example of the wealth inequality in India,”
wrote one Twitter user. “Here you have one of the rich-
est families in the nation spending so much while mil-
lions still can’t even afford food or shelter,” she added.
“The new standard for lavish Indian wedding is
Beyonce. Imagine,” tweeted another. — AFP 

Beyonce, Bollywood 
and Hillary ...

French police 
hunt gunman;...

Thriving black 
market to buy ... 

RIYADH: Saudi Foreign Minister Adel Al-Jubeir (center) and Yemen’s Deputy Foreign Minister Mohammed Hadrami (right)
arrive to attend a meeting of foreign ministers of countries from seven Arab and African states yesterday. — AFP 

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia is seeking an alliance with six
countries bordering the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden,
a strategic area vital to global shipping and increasing-
ly an arena of contention with regional rivals like Iran,
Turkey and Qatar. Representatives from Egypt,
Djibouti, Somalia, Sudan, Yemen and Jordan gathered in
Riyadh yesterday to discuss the initiative without
reaching final agreement. A team of experts is expected
to meet “soon” in Cairo for technical talks.

Eritrea, with Red Sea islands and a mainland coast-
line of 1,150-km, was not present. Nor was Ethiopia,
which has no access to the sea but the largest popula-
tion in the Horn of Africa. “This is part of the kingdom’s
efforts to protect its interests and those of its neighbors

and ... to stabilize the region that we live in and to try to
create synergies between the various countries...”
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel Al-Jubeir told reporters
after a day of closed-door meetings. “The more coop-
eration and coordination that you have among the
countries of this region, the less negative outside influ-
ence will be on this region,” he said.

Saudi Arabia and its Gulf ally the United Arab
Emirates increasingly view the Horn of Africa coastline
as their “western security flank” and fear their adver-
saries could gain a foothold in the region. The Red Sea
also includes the Bab al-Mandeb strait, through which
an estimated 3.2 million barrels of oil per day flows
towards Europe, the United States and Asia. In recent
years the waterway has been targeted by pirates and
Houthi fighters from Yemen.

Jubeir said the meeting also discussed boosting
trade and conserving the environment. As part of a
push to diversify its economy away from oil, Saudi
Arabia has announced several mega-projects along
the Red Sea, including a $500 billion business zone
shared with Egypt and Jordan as well as a luxury
tourism destination. — AFP 

Saudi Arabia seeks 
new political bloc 
in Red Sea region

BEIRUT: Syria’s government has been using a little-known
anti-terrorism law to seize property from dissidents and
their families as it takes back control of areas that were
held by rebel groups, rights groups and some of the peo-
ple affected say. With Syria’s conflict stabilised, at least for
now, and President Bashar al-Assad back in control of the
biggest cities, there is an increasing focus on how he will
handle the areas where the 2011 uprising against him
flared. International attention has focused on policies, such
as legislation known as Law 10, that could eventually
enable the government to dispossess people in the opposi-
tion strongholds worst damaged in the war. But while Law
10 has not yet been put into effect, the separate anti-ter-
rorism law has already been used to seize property,
including from people who had no hand in violence,
according to human rights groups.

One man, an architect who joined street protests
against Assad early in the uprising, and posted anti-gov-
ernment material online, lost his house, office and farmland
in Ghouta in southwestern Syria as well as his car, he said.
“I built my house brick by brick. I built it with my bare
hands, tended to every corner and to every inch,” the
architect said. He now lives in the northwestern province of
Idlib after fleeing with many other Ghouta residents after
its surrender in April.

As they stand to lose property permanently, and
because in many cases they have family members still liv-
ing under government control, none of the six people who
spoke to Reuters after being named in seizure orders
wanted to be identified. Lists circulating online - which
rights groups believe to be accurate - show that hundreds
of such orders have been made, affecting potentially thou-
sands of people.

Seizure
The architect first knew a government security order

had targeted him when the Architects and Engineers
Syndicate terminated his membership because of a securi-
ty order and cancelled his pension. He had joined the
protests against Assad early on, but said he never took up
arms or played a role in local government in his area of
eastern Ghouta, which the army recaptured in April. In
2016, he tried to sell his car. “The broker in Damascus told
me that a seizure for security had been imposed on all the
properties owned by me, my partners, my wife and chil-
dren,” he said via a messaging app.

The family needed money, so he sold the car for parts
for 190,000 Syrian pounds - about $580 at that time.
When they left for Idlib along with thousands of others as
part of a surrender deal with the government covering
eastern Ghouta, the family had to abandon their family
home, an office and farm land that is now all forfeit to the

state. “It is hard to describe a house you lived in your
whole life and land you planted with trees that you
watched grow. I miss the doors, windows and even the
doorstep,” the architect’s son said.

Uprising
About a year into the uprising, Assad updated Syria’s

anti-terrorism laws, issuing a decree to give courts the
power to impose “security seizure” orders against individ-
uals. Initially, assets are frozen under these orders, pre-
venting owners from selling, or using them commercially.
When the seizures are executed, the state will sell the
assets by auction. A doctor from the eastern Ghouta town
of Douma who left in April and now lives in Turkey said his
house, land, clinic and car had been seized. “The Syrian
regime has labeled all the opposition activists as terrorists,
tried them in absentia and seized their properties,” he said.

Human Rights Watch (HRW) said orders to freeze
assets were among numerous laws the Syrian government
used to punish political dissidents and opponents.
Damascus denies targeting peaceful dissidents with its
anti-terrorism laws, or unlawfully dispossessing people.
The government did not respond to a Reuters request for
further comment. HRW said it could not verify lists of peo-
ple affected by the court orders that are circulating online,
or the scale of the property freezes. But it said it had con-
firmed several cases of people whose names it found on
one such list.

Two Syrian rights groups, the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights and the Syrian Network for Human Rights,
said they had verified numerous cases. The network said it
had registered at least 327 individuals targeted by proper-
ty seizures from 2014 to 2018. The observatory said it had
registered 93 cases of property seizures targeting opposi-
tion activists. It was aware of many other cases, but was
not able to verify them because those involved were too
scared to speak freely, it said.

Fear
Those affected, already fearing for their lives if they

return after being branded terrorists, also face a loss of
property that could discourage family members from
going home. “They left the people whose property they
seized with nothing to return to, not even hope,” said the
architect, who now lives in rebel-held Idlib province with
his family. Paradoxically, it is often the people who left
eastern Ghouta who are in most need of the property they
left behind. One man left eastern Ghouta for Idlib and now
lives in poverty far from home.

He cannot find work there and wants to pay smugglers
to cross the border into Turkey. But his once rich parents,
who stayed in eastern Ghouta, cannot raise the money by
selling or renting land because their assets have been
frozen. They found out about the court order before the
government retook eastern Ghouta in April. “My parents
are now guests in their own home. The house they have
lived in for their whole lives is now put under seizure by
the government because we were opposition activists,”
he said. — Reuters

Syrian state seizes 
opponents’ property


